Abstract-This paper discusses a circuit family including a dependent switched capacitor (DSC). The DSC function is instantaneously short of one capacitor at the moment when its voltage reaches a threshold. The chaos generation can be guaranteed theoretically, We also consider a master-slave system. If there does not exist a homoclinic orbit in the master chaos attractor, it exhibits either in-phase or inverse-phase synchronization of chaos. If there exists a homoclinic orbit, the synchronization is broken down. We explain the synchronization mechanism and evaluate its robustness theoretically. The theoretical results have been verified in laboratory experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS PAPER discusses a circuit family shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of a linear capacitor C, a dependent switch S, and a linear network ni. Letting Vo be the threshold voltage of S if the capacitor voltage 'u reaches V(, then S is closed to short the capacitor; otherwise, 5' is opened. We refer to the one-port in the broken box in Fig. 1 as a dependent switched capacitor (DSC). It can be implemented by using a comparator and an analog switch. n/ consists of one memory element (L or C), some resistors, and linear amplifiers and let this circuit be an oscillator if 5' is opened all the time.
From the circuit equation, we can derive a one-dimensional (I-D) return map rigorously and the chaos generation can be guaranteed theoretically. Also, we propose a master-slave system from this circuits coupled by DSC. If there does not exist a homoclinic orbit in the master attractor, it exhibits either in-phase or inverse-phase synchronization of chaos. If there exists a homoclinic orbit, the synchronization is broken down. Applying the mapping procedure, we can explain the synchronization mechanism and evaluate its robustness theoretically.
As an example circuit, we select a Wien bridge oscillator with a DSC and have verified some of the theoretical results in laboratory experiments.
The circuit dynamics can be described by the switching of piecewise exact solutions. Chaotic circuits governed by such switching dynamics can be analyzed analytically and have been well studied [l] - [3] . They have been realized by using a hysteresis element and a diode. In our circuit, the nonlinear element is a dependent switch, and such chaotic circuits have begun to be analyzed [4]. The DSC chaos generator then has simpler dynamics and is more suitable for VLSI implementation than the previous ones. Synchronization of chaos has been studied with great interest [5]- [lo] .
It relates to engineering applications of chaos-spread spectrum communication [5] , chaos shift keying 161, and parameter estimation of chaotic systems [7] . However, it includes important theoretical open problems-the physical mechanism of synchronization, evaluation of its robustness, and so on [8]- [lo] . Master-slave systems from chaotic circuits are simple models of synchronization of chaos and some examples have been proposed recently [ 111, [ 121. In these systems, the chaotic signal from the master unit is transmitted to slave one all the time. However, in our system, only the switching signal from the master unit is transmitted to the slave one by instantaneous connection. This synchronization scheme is a new one and it may contribute as the base of engineering application using synchronization of chaos. This is the first instantaneous switching circuit in which the physical mechanism of synchronization of chaos has been explained by using theoretical formulas and has been verified by laboratory experiments.
In Section II, we analyze dynamics of the DSC chaos generator. Section III proposes its master-slave system and explains the mechanism of synchronization of chaos. Section IV discusses an implementation example and the laboratory experiments to confirm these theoretical results. In Section V, we present concluding remarks.
II. DSC CHAOS GENERATOR
In Fig. 1 , let z be a state variable of the memory element in N. The dynamics of this circuit can then be described by the following equation if S is opened: r-7 r __lr -3 If S is closed, ?I jumps to zero instantaneously. Then z is constant because of the continuity of charge or flux in the memory element.
Here, "." denotes the differentiation by the normalized time 7'. a, b, c, and d are the parameters determined by the structure of ni. We focus on the case where the coefficient matrix has unstable complex eigenvalues A k jw:
Then, using dimensionless variables and parameters:
Equation (1) is transformed into the following form:
If .7: hits the threshold one, then the orbit jumps from (1, y) to (0; y -p) . The solution of (4) is given by Fig. 2 shows the phase space. Referring to [2], we can derive the theoretical formulas of the return map and its Jacobian in this system. First, we define 
The return map F can be calculated by YL =F(Y,) and F(D+) = inf f+ = -6 -p. Here, the switching time rs can be given by the following implicit equation:
yae6Ts sin T,~ = 1; 0 < T,~ < % + tan-l 6.
In actual calculations, it can be solved by using the Newton-Raphson method. Also, letting yt denote the hitting point on Th, the derivative DF is given by
We can obtain DF(y,) < 1 for y(, 5 D, DF(y,) > 1 for yYn > D, DF(D+) = cc, and DF(oo) = 1. Fig. 3 shows examples of the return map. Here, (a) and (b) are given for p 2 -6; (c), and (d) are given for p < -6, respectively. Now let Fq denote 9 times composite of F, and F" denote ?J~. We then have the following lemma. > 1 for F: 1 + I guarantees that F has a unique absolutely continuous invariant (ACI) measure; hence, it is ergodic and has a positive Lyapunov exponent.
Q.E.D. Remark: Observable chaos is usually defined as the phenomenon characterized by the return map which has a unique AC1 measure and has a positive Lyapunov exponent [13] .
In this paper, we call the orbit which starts from and returns to the origin the homoclinic orbit. We then have Theorem 2. F-q(y,:) converges to the fixed point zero as q + 00. The orbit passing through ylc is then the homoclinic orbit. Q.E.D. Fig. 3 corresponds to the case where Theorem 1 is satisfied. In this figure, (a) and (c) correspond to the case where Theorem 2 is satisfied. Fig. 4 shows two parameter bifurcation diagram. Theorem 1 guarantees that this system exhibits chaos over the curve (I) . Also, Theorem 2 guarantees that there exists -0.5 I I I I I 9 ! ! homoclinic orbit in the chaos attractor in region (II). The 0.01 0.11 homoclinic orbit is important to consider synchronization of 6 chaos in next section. Also, we will explain curve (111) and Fig. 4 . Two parameters bifurcation diagram. symbol (A) and (B) in Section IV.
The master unit is the independent chaos generator. Switch-III. SYNCHRONIZATION OF CHAOS ing of the slave unit depends completely on the master state. In In this section, we construct the following master-slave order to consider the master-slave synchronization of chaos, system and consider its synchronization of chaos:
we introduce some symbols. Let {y;} be the slave sequence 
If 5 hits threshold one, the master orbit jumps from (1, y) Since the slave jump follows from the master jump, there to (0, y -p) instantaneously. The slave orbit then jumps exists a moment when the master and slave orbits jump simultaneously from (2', y') to (0, y' -pi').
simultaneously onto the y-and y/-axes, respectively. Let this = -@yo and AYIPYO = IF(Yo)I/IY 0 is satisfied. We then consider I the case where that master orbit starts from y. E I2 at 7 = 0. In this case, the master orbit must hit threshold one at T = r,, and the master and slave orbits jump onto y-and y/-axes, respectively. Noting the similarity between both orbits, we obtain yl = yOesTs cos rs -p (16) I I y/: = yheGTT. cos T,$ -p; = ;yi.
Substituting (16) into (17), we obtain y{/yl = &/y. and it guarantees (15) for n = 1
Repeating such procedure, we have 
Q.E.D. First, we focus on the case where there does not exist a homoclinic orbit in the master chaos attractor. It corresponds to Fig. 3(b) and (d) . Then the map attractor exists on the following two divided intervals for:
w9
Letting ID -I, U Ib, F maps ID into itself and yn must be in ID. We then have the following lemtna. Lemma 3: Let IF"(YL)I P 2 -4 F(D+) p<-6, P -F(YL) (21) and we assume a < Iyol < ,8. The following is then satisfied for any positive integer n:
"<-AYE < p P AYO a'
Proof The return map satisfies (22) cy < IF( < p, P IYOI CJ (23) Applying this inequality successfully and using Lemma 2, we obtain (22). Q.E.D. Noting this lemma, we can give the following: $ ln ; < ; Ny ln ky
(24) J=o .n a:
We then derive the time average of Ay,,,+l/Ay,, tends to one as N + co. It means there is no error growing on average. Also, we consider the case where the master orbit passing through yn hits threshold one. Fig. 5 shows the master and slave orbits in this case. The master and slave orbits then jump onto y-and y/-axes, respectively. According to Lemma 3, the n step error Agn is less than a if the initial error satisfies Aye < ;.
Then Y~+IY~+~ is to be positive. It implies that both orbits move in the same direction after the jump. Thus, the master orbit keeps the same phase as the slave phase. Hence, this system exhibits in-phase synchronization of chaos. Replacing yn to -yTL in the error (14), we can consider the inverse-phase case. Next, we consider the case where there exists a homoclinic orbit in the master chaos attractor. It corresponds to Fig. 3(a) and (c). The master orbit can then jump to both positive and negative y on the y-axis (see Fig. 6 ). Right after jumping to positive (negative) y, it moves to positive (negative) 2. The boundary of the motion is the origin. If the master orbit jumps onto the neighborhood of the origin, small noise easily changes its direction of motion. This change causes transition between in-phase and inverse-phase positions in the master and slave orbits. The transition occurs frequently and then the synchronization of chaos is broken down.
In the study of chaotic itinerancy (CI) [14] , several researchers have reported the phenomena in which synchronization of chaos is held in a certain time period and it switches to another synchronous state. However, theoretical consideration is not sufficient for the CI. 
IV. LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we select a Wien bridge oscillator with a DSC as an example circuit and confirm the theoretical results by laboratory experiments. Fig. 7 shows the implementation example of a master-slave system using this circuit. The left and right sides are master and slave units, respectively, and are connected by the DSC. VT is the threshold voltage of the comparator. If v1 = VT/K, then 5'1 and S2 are closed simultaneously-otherwise, they are opened. The master unit is the Wien bridge oscillator with a DSC. Switching of the slave unit depends completely on the state of the master one. The dynamics of this circuit can be described by the following equations if S is opened: master unit: slave unit: (26) If S1 and 52 are closed, then 712 and 71; are constant.-For 3 < K < 5, the coefficient matrix of each unit has unstable complex eigenvalues LL f jw:
Then, using the following dimensionless variables and parameters:
K---master F slave - Fig. 7 . The implementation example of the master-slave system
The dynamics of this circuit can be described by (13). Note that p > -6. In Fig. 4 , curve (III) is the parameter space from the master unit. As K increases, (6, p) moves from the left to the right in this figure. Theorem 1 guarantees that this system exhibits observable chaos. Fig. 8 shows laboratory experiments from this implemeritation example. If there does not exist a homoclinic orbit in the master chaos attractor, this system exhibits either in-phase or inverse-phase synchronization of chaos, as shown in (I-a) and (I-b) , respectively. The master chaos attractor is governed by the return map in Fig. 3(b) and is observed at (A) in Fig. 4 . If there exists a homoclinic orbit in the master chaos attractor, the synchronization of chaos is broken down, as shown in (II). The master chaos attractor is governed by the return map in Fig. 3(a) and is observed at (B) in Fig. 4 .
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have considered chaotic circuits including DSC and its master-slave system. We can derive a 1-D return map rigorously and the chaos generation can be guaranteed theoretically. Its master-slave system exhibits either in-phase or inverse-phase synchronization of chaos if there does not exist a homoclinic orbit in the master chaos attractor. Otherwise, the synchronization is broken down. We have explained the synchronization mechanism and have evaluated its robustness using theoretical formulas. As an example circuit, we have selected the Wien bridge oscillator with a DSC and have verified the theoretical results by laboratory experiments. The main result of this paper is, basic theoretical explanation of physical mechanism of synchronization of chaos. We can then enumerate the following future problems.
1) This paper discusses the case where dependent switch S is directly connected to earth. But in actual circuits, there is an offset voltage between S and earth and it is impossible that the voltage is exactly zero. We should then consider the influence to the circuit dynamics from change of the offset voltage.
2) The master-slave system exhibits the transition between in-phase and inverse phase position and then the synchronization is broken down. However, the fluctuation between master and slave orbits has not been clarified accurately.
We should then try to analyze it quantitatively. 3) We should consider the case where N has more than one memory element in the circuit family. Such a circuit is a higher dimensional system and can exhibit hyperchaos [15] . Hyperchaos is usually defined as a chaotic attractor with more than one positive Lyapunov exponent. More complicated, but interesting, phenomena may then occur in such systems. We should consider the communication system using the circuits including DSC. However, in order to gjve some practical chaos-based communication system, more detailed consideration is required for coding, modulation, demodulation, and so on [ 161. Also, in relation to 3), synchronization of hyperchaos is interesting in the view point of secure communication [17] .
